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Upcoming Events 

• NPP Fall Province Assem-
bly—November 9th to 11th in  
Omaha, Nebraska hosted by  
Beta Nu. 

Leadership Symposium Highlights—NPP 
Brothers Share their Experiences 
“I greatly enjoyed my time spent at the 2nd Annual Leadership                 

Symposium.  The workshops we had done helped me learn what kinda of leader I am, 

how to be a better leader, and how to help foster other leaders.  My favorite workshop 

was our first one. In his presentation, he had us write down words that relate to being a 

leader. Then, he told us stories from 3 different types of leaders.  It was through these 

stories where I learned there are different types of leaders and the qualities that make 

them up. I look forward to using what I had learned and bringing it back to my chap-

ter.  It was also wonderful to meet other leaders from many different chapters.” 

- Kaytlyn Kramer Dummer 

 

“My time at Fort Worth for the Leadership Symposium was an amazing experience that I 

wish everyone could have! We did a lot of reflective activities to identify what each indi-

vidual believed about leadership and the speakers were very engaging! I met so many 

brothers that I would have never met (even in my own province) that I can confidently 

call new friends. This was a great opportunity to network with the Grand Council (and 

get tested on your handshake)! I am so grateful that my chapter decided to send me on 

this inspiring experience!” 

- Ari Johnson 

 

“I had a fantastic time meeting brothers from across the country and meeting with NPP 

brothers. We learned several skills that will make us better leaders at our home chap-

ters, including conflict resolution, team building, decision making, organization, and 

strategic thinking. Additionally, we learned about the personal accounts of several lead-

ers in the pharmacy profession, including Dr. Bethany Brandenburg, Dr. Lawrence 

Brown, Dean Ron Jordan, Dr. Louise Parent-Stevens, Dr. Kenneth Roberts, Dr. Stuart 

Haines, and Dr. Brett Barker. They included accounts about their history as brothers of 

Kappa Psi, and gave use valuable life lessons about the leadership roles they have taken 

in their lives and careers. We took time to make personal goals and plans for what we 

want to take back to our chapters to make them even better. Feel free to reach out to me 

to talk in depth about the things each speaker discussed.” 

- Collin Amundson 

Please see page 3 for more highlights from NPP Brothers! 
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NPP Reach Out and Reach Challenge 

The Leadership & Professional Development Committee is 
pleased to announce: 
 
The Fall 2018 Northern Plains Province Reach Out 
and Read (ROR) Philanthropy Challenge! 
 

This semester long event will kick off Saturday, Septem-
ber 1st  and go through Saturday, November 10th (the 
end of fall Province Assembly business meetings). Through-
out the course of the semester, the Leadership and Profes-
sional Development Committee will provide monthly up-
dates, chapter shout outs, NPP province spotlights. The 
chapter with the most points by the end of the event will be 
awarded the PhilanTROPHY during the Saturday Night 
Banquet at the Fall Province Assembly hosted by Beta Nu in 
Omaha, Nebraska November 9-10th 2018. 

 

As of July 30, 2018 the Northern Plains Province has donated $2,114.00 and 764 books! We 
are currently the second leading province in monetary donations and #1 in physical book do-
nations!! Outstanding! Our efforts have made an overwhelming impact at that local and na-
tional levels to improve early childhood literacy. Keep it up NPP!! Below you will find ways 
your chapter can participate in the The Fall 2018 Northern Plains Province Reach Out and 
Read Philanthropy Challenge! 
 
Rules and Regulations 
Chapters can earn points in the following categories: 
• Raising Money 

 Physical Cash Donations 
 Virtual Book Drives 

• Donating Physical Books 
 Donate new or gently used books to your local Reach Out and Read Center 
 Find a chapter near you: http://www.reachoutandread.org/resource-center/find-

a-program/ 
• Volunteering at Local Reach Out and Read Centers OR... 
• Reading to Children at Local Libraries or Elementary Schools 
 
The point system is as follows: 
1 point for every $1 donated 
5 points for every book donated 
10 points for every hour spent volunteering PER Brother 
 
Each month will have a "theme" that highlights a way to give back to national Reach Out and 
Read Project. The chapter who earns the  most points for that month's theme will be awarded 
doubled points in that theme's category. Look out for more updates on the NPP Facebook 
page! If you have any questions or concerns please contact Kyle Lyons (kyle-
lyons@uiowa.edu) or Claire Monzel (claire.monzel@drake.edu).  
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NPP Leadership Symposium Highlights Cont... 

“I really enjoyed the Leadership Symposium this past weekend in Fort Worth! 
One comment on my experience was that it was great to meet brothers from 
each KY province - so much so that I almost feel I could have benefited from 
more time with the attendees from NPP. As someone with leadership curricu-
lum experience in both undergrad and pharmacy, it was nice to discuss each 
of the topics, familiar and unfamiliar, in a roundtable environment! The ses-
sions/topics that resonated with me the most were the work-life balance, as 
well as the discussion on introvert leadership/how leaders don't have to be 
elected to lead. I hope to take the information from the Leadership Symposi-
um back to Delta Psi to make us a stronger chapter. I also appreciated the 
chance to visit Texas for the first time! The environment was a unique one in 
that we got to connect with brothers on a professional and personal level - I 
know I made connections through the Symposium that I may not have other-
wise! I was glad to be able to represent NPP at the 2nd Leadership              
Symposium.” 
- Melanie Breuer 
 
“I thought that the Leadership Symposium was an amazing experience 
and I highly recommend the opportunity. Each speaker was very en-
gaging and provided good insight on how to strengthen leadership 
within the chapter. My favorite part was being able to meet brothers 
from across the country and share a brotherhood throughout the 
weekend. I especially enjoyed meeting brothers in the province and 
having the opportunity to see them again at future province assem-
blies. I am eager to bring the knowledge I gained back to the chapter 
and help others develop leadership skills. Thank you NPP for support-
ing your ambassadors.” 
- Brittany Bittner 
 
“I really enjoyed the leadership symposium, and I learned a ton about 
leadership that I hope to use and share with the rest of my chapter as 
we return to school this fall. The speakers were great, but what I en-
joyed even more was the networking and the opportunity to meet so 
many brothers from all across the country. I was able to talk to them about 
the similarities and differences between chapters and made some great 
friends.” 
- Kaila Kuehn 
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“Why fit in when you were born to stand out?.” 
 ~Dr. Seuss  

Northern Plain Province Registration— 
 Fall 2018 

The Fall 2018 Province Assembly will be hosted on November 9-11th by Beta 
Nu in Omaha, NE. The business meeting and banquet will be held at the Em-
bassy Suites in downtown Omaha’s Old Market District. Registration is NOW 
OPEN. Don’t miss out on early bird registration pricing by registering now at 
www.kappapsinpp.org/  
 

Any questions, please contact Kaya Borg or Collin Amundson. Make sure to 
catch the Early Bird registration available until Oct. 7th!!! 

http://www.kappapsinpp.org/


Ryan Kano 

Q: Seeing as you are in a relatively new position in Kappa Psi, 

where would you like to see the role of Province Committee Chair 

go?  

“As the co-chair, it has brought me closer to my fellow brothers. Planning an 

event of this nature take a lot of communication. Our main responsibility is to 

make sure all of the accommodations are made outside of the meetings them-

selves. Chris and I want to give you guys the best Province Assembly possible. 

Our sub committees have done an excellent job, I could not have asked for a 

better team. As for where I would like to see the role go to, there will be lot to 

learn from us. I am glad that we will have laid the groundwork for the future 

chairs. As long as there is someone that is willing to work hard and be able to 

work in a team. I look forward to the next person being able to outdo us next 

time!”  

Q: What's your favorite aspect of Kappa Psi?  

My favorite aspect Kappa Psi is that you are surrounded by your colleagues 

that have a passion for success. Success and failure make us better people, we 

learn for out shortcomings and grow together. Plus we all know how to have a 

good time. Our province team has been a great example of this. I appreciate all 

of their help and look forward to a great province assembly! 

Chris Vanmanivong 

Q: What is one of the best parts about being the Province Planning 

Committee Chair? 

One of the best part about being one of the chairs of the Province Planning 

Committee is being able to consult my fellow brothers in the planning of Prov-

ince. I enjoy hearing everyone’s thoughts and ideas, and organizing them to in 

order to make the planning process easier. Along with Ryan, we are able to 

take the best ideas from our brothers, organize them, and to try and make the 

best possible outcome for Province. Being able to work with other chair mem-

bers allows me to focus on the bigger picture, and this opportunity also allows 

me to get to know my fellow brothers even better. Big thanks to all of my com-

mittee members and Kappa Psi for giving me this opportunity! 

Q: What is your favorite aspect of Kappa Psi? 

My favorite aspect of Kappa Psi is the brotherhood bonds you form that goes 

beyond pharmacy school. We all come from different cities, states, and even 

countries, but through this organization, we all fall under a similar common 

entity and through this, we are able to form lasting friendships. Some of the 

greatest people I have ever met have been through Kappa Psi, and I am forever 

grateful for it. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Alexander Maciejewski 

Northern Plains Province Secretary 
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NPP Brother Spotlights—Beta Nu Brothers: 
Ryan Kano & Chris Vanmanivong 

Pictured: Chris Vanmanivong 
(Left) and Ryan Kano (Right) 


